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Abstract: In The Woman Who Owned The Shadows, Allen (1983a) uses a large number of Native 
myths and legends. The novel explores whether and how far a contemporary educated mixed-blood 
middle-class Amerindian woman succeeds in owning the multifarious "shadows" in her life, cast by 
her mythical/cultural heritage, her Native history and the fragmented present built up on her contacts 
and confrontations with the dominant culture as well as with the other American ethnic groups. The 
interest is in whether she is able to absorb the contrarities of her experience and emerge as a New 
Woman, self-confident and whole.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Allen's The Woman Who Owned the Shadows is a novel which focuses on the difficulties of the 
contemporary American-Indian woman in discovering her identity and role in the multi-ethnic, racist and 
uncaring Post War II America which is in confusion with collapsed values, family units, and cultural roots. 
Introducing Paula Gunn Allen, Kenneth lincoln (1982:127) writes: Paula Gunn Allen measures the shadows in 
free verse between Indian and non-Indian, that thresholding where the majority of Native Americans now live 
and ponder their Indianness. In fact, for the last two decades -the decades that have witnessed the Amerindian 
activist movements for self-determination and Red Power, the Reservation and off-Reservation hardships, a 
large section of the Native men going jobless while the women get work in White households, offices, hospitals, 
schools to make quick the transplantation into the cities, the Native family patterns disintegrating, the women 
drifting towards the majority culture and inter-marriages -one predominant concern for most of the Amerindian 
women writers has been a redefinition of American Indian womanhood across the Native past and the 
Westernized present, usually in terms of mutual confrontation. Like many of her Native contemporaries, Paula 
Allen seeks the New Woman in overtly racist terms, severely critical of those who have sold out to the dominant 
society's life-style, values, dreams:  she forgets to want what she wanted goes on to other things . . . first hair, 
then skin, then coverings go silent, go white (Allen 1982:84-85).  
 
Amerindian Woman and Double Alienation: 
 For the radicals, one way to "new" womanhood is political combat. "We have to fight back . . . it is 
becoming necessary to be modern in order to preserve the old way." (Lujan 1977:154). But then the "old" way is 
no longer familiar to the modem, especially the Western educated Indian women. Allen is sensitive to the 
situation. In many of her poems she speaks of the Amerindian woman of today as caught between two cultures 
and doubly alienated, having a marginal existence that leads to nowhere. The problem is worse for the half-
breeds and the mixed-bloods. Herself a mixed-blood Amerindian, Allen (ibidem:viii) writes: The breed is an 
Indian who is not an Indian. That is, breeds are a bit of both worlds, and the consciousness of this makes them 
seem alien to Indians while making them feel alien among whites.  
 Yet, compared to the Black-American women, the Amerindian women, rooted in the soil as they are, do 
have a strong heritage to fall back upon or to find their integrity in. And that has a distinct impact on the 
Amerindian approach to cultural dislocation and the "new" womanhood. It is revealing that Amerindian women 
rarely seek their "new" image in the anti-male, anti-family Feminist terms. Hypersensitive to the tribal tradition 
that treated women as equal to men or as dominant figures (some tribes have been matriarcal), they are rather 
keen on reviving or renewing the tribal image and status diminished since the Euro-American settlement (Lurie 
1972; Bataille 1983b).  
 The tribal image of womanhood had been richly nourished by the Native mythology and folklore. In a 
number of myths and emergence stories (Spider Woman, Sky Woman, Changing Woman, Mother Corn, White 
Buffalo Calf Woman), woman has been depicted as the Creator and Preserver of life and culture. Retold across 
the ages (some myths having turned into creation rites), these tales had been accepted in the Native tradition as 
the "absolute truth" and the mythical characters became the exemplary and repeatable models for the Native 
woman's behavior and life. In a spiritual sense, every sacred myth has been a symbolic process of unending 
reincarnation.  
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 At a deeper level, revival of the Native image of womanhood necessitates a return to the mythic 
consciousness. It is re-entering into other history of human spirit, another concept of the structure of human 
existence. The a-temporal and transpersonal view of the woman's situation in terms of reincarnation or renewal 
could be a counterpoint to the historical tensions and imposed images engineered by the Materialist Rationalist 
and overtly individualist Western tradition and culture. The dialogue with the past could he a way to reach 
beyond the limit-situation of the present and a better mode of coping with it. Justifying the use of myths in 
contemporary Amerindian literature, Paula Allen (1975:112113) emphasizes the larger reality of the myths:  
The purpose of Native American literature is never one of pure self-expression ... The tribes seek, through ... 
sacred stories (myths), ... to embody, articulate, and share reality, to bring the isolated private self into harmony 
and balance with this reality.  
 
Women's situation in Allen's The Woman Who Owned the Shadows: 
 The novel is divided into four parts (four being a unifying number in tribal tradition), each constituted of 
several sections mostly sprouting out of the memory, thoughts, emotions and imaginings of Ephanie Atencio. 
Each part begins with a prologue, calling lip one or another Amerindian myth on woman as the Creative Spirit. 
The myths suggest a study of the contemporary Amerindian woman's situation in terms of opposites.  
 The first part evokes the familiar myth of the Spider Woman, the great grandmother of earth and all living 
things. In the tribal tradition, the Spider Woman's Web, her creation and preservation of the life-pattern, 
symbolizes the organic wholeness of 'Native life, sensibility and culture. It is a pattern that may expand itself 
without altering the basic design.  
 In contrast to the prologue, the first section begins with Ephanie in the midst of a severe psychological 
breakdown which has presumably reached its peak with her broken marriage with an Amerindian. At war with 
her own dislocated self, Ephanie feels that even her body "choppy and short, sturdy, was at odds with her name. 
Ephanie was for someone tall and serene. Someone filled with grace" (p.3). To be towering and serene, free and 
graceful is the self-image Ephanie has all along been longing for. Perhaps it is an image that all Amerindian 
women, all women of all ages, long for. Ephanie remembers how as a child she had jumped down an apple tree 
just to have "the feel of soaring." She tries to sort the parts of her life through a process of remembering, half 
hoping that memory would act the catalyst. Her memory comes by way of quick, unexpected, at times unwanted 
shots. She recollects her first cultural shock at the government boarding school and her early confrontations with 
the dominant culture. "Stand up for your rights, they had told her, she had told herself, someone was always 
telling someone" (p.12). A child, she had been overwhelmed with "confusion, rage, shame, red cheeked 
tightness." She thinks of the ancient self-assured central American Indians and feels herself so very distant from 
the ancestors and their temperament. "Do they know something I don't? .. They seem to... They leave me 
restless, stupid, unsatisfied" (pp.18-19). She remembers her Chicana playmate Elena and the suspicion of 
lesbianism that had snapped their friendship, making her "stunned. Mind empty. Stomach a cold cold stone. The 
hot sun blazed on her head" (p.30).  
 The shadows of her private past haunting her, and having lost grips on her present, Ephanie seeks to re-
affirm herself through her Native cultural roots. She meets her grandfather at the Village. Though not an Indian, 
he has spent his lifetime with the Natives:  
They had lived together ... Worked with each other. Shared food, shared anger, shared joy, shared grief. Shared 
life and shared death with each other . . . They never talked about division ... Maybe their bonds had been more 
important ... Who knows? (p.41).  
 The Native and the non-Native cultures do meet, even if at the elementary level. Ephanie does not feel 
herself a part of the pattern: "My life is its own echo. I can't find the source of the sound" (p.45). Does her 
Western education raise the barrier or the too individualistic modern times?  
 Trying to evade the increasing complexity of her life and circumstances, Ephanie flees to San Francisco, 
leaving her children to her parents. "Somewhere west . . . west of yesterday . . . where everything was the 
opposite ... Step into the underworld, undeclared world" (pp.46-48) She imagines that she is delving into the 
abyss like the mythical Sky Woman, who went down and created the earth. The identification stupities her. She 
looks blindly at her own face. The mythical archetype no longer sustains the modern mind.  
 The prologue to the second part is a rite of Exorcism with the Singer sweeping away the sickness through 
the door of the "healing place." Ephanie makes for the North-West urban life. She joins a therapy group of 
which most of the members are White. She imitates the money status-success oriented White life, trying to 
believe that "the world was like they described it to be . . . mostly safe, mostly within her control. That kind of 
thinking comforted her" (p.60). The White community does not accept Ephanie, either as its own, or as an 
Indian. "She wasn't what they wanted. She was not noble ... not exotic" (p.66). A college-educated Indian 
woman of the new generation, who has involved herself in the struggle for Civil Rights, had smoked dope, worn 
miniskirts, she has been neither a rebel nor a compromiser. Outsider in both the communities, Ephanie has to 
face the problem of belonging all on her own. She feels ashamed that she once had a dream to grow up as a 
traditional tribal woman, "bronze and slim, with long raven hair and lithe limbs" (p.73). She is also ashamed that 
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her own mother-tongue is unfamiliar to her. The bleak history of Euro-American settlement, the massacre of the 
Native culture make her seethe with rage; the White optimism and positivist outlook inspire her spirit.  
 Ephanie's hyphenated existence becomes the more complicated as she marries Thomas Yoshuri, the 
Japanese-American, who himself suffers from identity dislocation. To Ephanie's surprise, Yoshuri tells her of 
his bitter experiences at the relocation camp "quietly, detached, like a scientist talks about a project, an 
experiment on his past, that failed" (p.94). Yoshuri has developed detachment as a mode of response and a 
philosophy of life. Perhaps this is part of his Japanese heritage, a shadow of the Buddhist culture, Ephanie 
hardly understands. Ephanie soon discovers that she and Yoshuri do not share each others' thoughts and dreams. 
Yoshuri is indifferent and often denies "all that she knew and based her life upon" (p.97). He would not make 
"her real." The relationship with him is not the relatedness she craves for. The extremely individualistic Age 
hardly permits one to open up to the other and to bridge the distance between two consciousnesses. One of 
Ephanie's twins by Yoshuridies. Yoshuri's relatives perform the burial rites in the traditional Japanese way. 
Ephanie feels hardly associated with the rites or the community. Unlike her grandfather, she has not really 
sought any entry-point to a different culture.  Yoshuri, the "wanderer," leaves for the city. Ephanie is obsessed 
with the idea that whatever she thought he had done to her, he had done . . .out of forbidden rage . . . tormented 
into isolation. He was kin to the alien spirit that had grown over the land as the fog grew over the forests 
(p.108). No less an alien in her own spirit, Ephanie refuses to go the traditional Indian way of keeping the family 
together. She brings the divorce suit. The door to the "healing place" undiscovered, the sickness remains in her 
mind. The rite of psychic exorcism is yet to be performed.  
 In part three the prologue recalls the legend of Iyatiku, the mother of the Indian tribes, who gave each 
daughter born to her the name of a clan, "teaching them as the Spider had instructed her so long before" (p.126). 
It is a myth on the continuity of the life-process. Unable to identify herself with any of her roles, Ephanie 
ponders, "who am I here … they have taken my body. They have taken my mind ... I don't live here in me ... I 
have nowhere to go" (p.134). A mixed-blood Amerindian, she has a feeling that even her ethnic identity is 
mostly a golden dream. "Her own [body] has come to her... from people who were not her ... even her flesh was 
not hers to own" (p.135). At a loss, Ephanie cries out, "How will I know which is me and which is the other, the 
others, the not-me?" (p.136). It is said that self-realization comes when the self expands itself so as to include 
the "other." In Ephanie's mind, the "I" and the "other" remain ever-warring Opposites.  
 Ephanie thinks of her grandmother Shimanna, who, for all her White education and marriage to a White 
man had been able to bring the two seemingly discrete cultures into accord in her life. She had waited all her life 
through. "She did not tell Ephanie what she waited for, only that waiting and watching was for her" (p.145). 
Waiting has been her way of coming to terms with her life and the self, a mode the granddaughter has failed to 
inherit.  
 Herself rooted yet unrooted, incapable of either owning or resisting her own paradoxes, Ephanie tries to 
hang herself, but stops at the last moment. "Thanks, Grandmother. I think I'm going to be all right" (p.164), she 
whispers by herself. It is a Native belief, that the kinship bonds between grandmothers, mothers, daughters tie 
individuals in succeeding generations to the core of Native cultural tradition and continuity (Bannan 1980). 
Ephanie, the grand-daughter, accepts the traditional responsibility of continuity, Iyatiku's "message." As it is, 
Ephanie's decision is unexpected if not unwarranted. How far her choice for the physical continuity of the tribe 
is matched with the physical continuity of the tribal spirit, of course, is an open question.  
 In part four, the prologue returns to the myth of the Spider. Those who reach her are "forfeit to her." Those 
who co-operate with her design, serve her, and through her, the Creative and the life-restoring Power. "The song 
She sings will draw you ... in ... She will never set you free. Thus it is said" (p.167). Ephanie visits her 
grandmother, who passes away. Her "true name, they said, was Yellow Corn Woman . . . (who makes) bright 
and nourishing the day" (p.173). Ephanie yearns to brighten her own spirit up, to have reassurance surging 
through her veins: I've been too long alone, inside. I need to open the windows ... To become whole, entire. In 
thought, in ... mind. Separation was against the Law Inside and outside must meet (p.t?4).  
 She realizes the value of coherence. Thought and Memory, Sunlight and Shade, Town and Country, Home 
and Away, Mind and Flesh, Me and They (ibidem). Her body gives way. Her once sturdy frame grows birdlike, 
her eyes turn dark and huge. Ephanie feels as though she is dying. Much of the time she reads, muses, sings 
mindlessly, prays, feeds the birds. Then wisdom dawns within her "like the sun ... steadily and serene" (p.179). 
It is a miraculous awakening rather than a discipline growing towards a new level of consciousness. No longer 
resisting, Ephanie accepts and learns to "love her isolation" (p.181). Native wisdom resurrects her. "Indians 
lived in circles, did not care for lines that broken went nowhere" (p.185). Even death, in the traditional 
Amerindian concept is not a termination. "Death was one that healed. It was the source of all that was good. Of 
all that was alive" (p.187). Ephanie realizes that "everything was connected . . . related. Nothing came in that did 
not go out . . . What had happened in time immemorial ... happened now. Only the names were different" 
(p.191). The idea of eternal recurrence makes her view her own experiences in terms of the old tale of the Sky 
Woman. Her individual isolate destiny merges with the eternal: And not so different at that, she thought. A tree 
of light. A blooming apple tree. A woman who was pushed into another life, one she did not choose ... Who 
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entered a new world and upon it planted her seed . . . Who from death made life. Who knew nothing was ever 
ended. Who just went on (ibidem).  
 For once Ephanie becomes self-critical. Since her own fall from the apple tree she had chosen a 
directionless incoherent existence. "I abandoned myself," "I left me," she sighs. Then she remembers another 
Native wisdom. Llife is dynamic. Dualism, opposition, isolation make life an integral whole. Her own 
experiences too, incoherent as they have been, form the part of a pattern.  In the patterns before her eyes, within 
her mind … The patterns flowed like the flowings of her life … the divisions and separations … waning, 
growing and shrinking, birthing and dying, flowering and withering (p.208).  
 Ephanie imagines she is hearing the mythical Grandmother telling the grand-daughter of the eternal cycle, 
the change and the changeless, my granddaughter ... We go on. The others come behind us …Others will replace 
them. For that is the law of the universe ... The story of life is the story of moving (pp.209-210).  
 The tales of Utset, Iyatiku, the Spider Woman, the Sky Woman, the Feminine Principles of Creation, are the 
tales that are ever repeated, that are "true." The "Shadows" of those mythical women remain and always reassert 
themselves. It is a traditional Native faith and the faith revitalizes Ephanie.  
 Ephanie feels her own room and her entire being full with the "shadows" of her own memories and 
experiences, which gradually assume the shapes of women dancing in the ancient steps of the Spider, "in careful 
balance of dignity, of harmony, of respect" (p.213). Ephanie's spirit participates in the "ceremony," dancing with 
the shadows, singing with them I am walking Where I am I am Not alone, Alive Beautiful Entering (ibidem). 
 A poet's novel, The Woman Who Owned The Shadows ends with a poetic vision of the patternless patterns 
of life, that are ever moving and forming a bigger balance of order. Commenting on Silko's Ceremony, Allen 
(1983b:128) wrote, "Tayo's illness is a result of the separation from the ancient unity of person, ceremony, and 
land, and his healing is a result of his recognition of this unity." Ephanie too has her self-realization when she 
re-discovers her roots and re-establishes her relations with the myths of her own culture, those "strong, viable, 
subtle, pervasive forces that operate behind each person's relationship with the world." 
 The vision of the identity and role of woman that Eplianie has is a mystical vision. Woman as life Force is 
an image everlasting and always new. It is a spiritual awareness of wholeness that merges all the conflicts and 
paradoxes of being and life.  
 The poet rescues the novelist. As it is, Ephanie's vision comes so very miraculously that it appears almost 
unconvincing. It is said that a spiritual participation in the myths is a total experience which requires an 
awakening of the whole consciousness, when the participant succeeds in living the universal 
(Eliade1960:19).The whole process depends upon a prior disciplining of the mind. The four parts of the novel, 
the four phases of Ephanie's life and consciousness, do not prepare her for the final "ceremony," or unification. 
Her visionary excursion to the mythical world and the mystical awareness does not bridge the contradictions of 
her life either. The conflicting forces of history, heritage and contemporaneity that wreck her Native roots, her 
psychic stability and her social life remain as gnawing at the end of the novel as at the beginning. The 
"shadows" of her life are not really owned. In fact, throughout the novel, Ephanie's mythical consciousness and 
her contemporary experiences operate at two entirely different scales. Perhaps it is not for the poetic imagination 
or vision to discover the harmony. It needs a larger disciplining of the mind.  
 The experiences may act as the catalyst and the shadows may tell an Amerindian woman where she is and 
who she is, if she is able to own the shadows, to reach beyond the limit situation and place herself in a larger 
reality. The attempt to go back to the mythical image and consciousness is a new direction or dimension to the 
contemporary quest for New Womanhood. For an Amerindian woman -for every woman -perhaps the way to be 
new is to renew oneself, to look forward to the past. The woman who has owned the shadows is the woman who 
has found herself. 
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